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The Engagment
Gala

Top up employee motivational levels by 

rekindling the magic of work and teamwork… 

all June.
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June Brings The Longest Days.
So That We Can Create

The Brightest Memories.

Let’s start o� June with a warm salute and a big THANK YOU to all the amazing People 

Leaders out there. Times may be tougher than ever now, but we know it’s also brought 

out your strongest self, and both your experience and imagination has been working 

overtime trying to pep up and support your employees and workforces. Keep up the 

good work and a hat tip for being the frontline heroes at your workplace.

 

‘June’ on the calendar is signal that we are deep in ‘summer country’, and normally, this 

would be a time for exciting outside activities, cranking up energies at work by a notch 

(or several), and multiplying the magic of teamwork with tiny and large moments of 

togetherness. However, with the current pandemic scenes, we are are having to turn to 

our innovative side to discover our own, unique ways to stay happy and motivated 

amidst crisis. For those of us who are tasting success in this department, it is reason to 

celebrate in itself. 

 

But June brings plenty more occasions to celebrate and build on the memories you 

already cherish about your workplace. Learn about special days you may have never 

celebrated yet, as well as important milestones that you must commemorate with your 

co-workers. From National Gardening as Exercise Day to Public Service Day, there are 

plenty of ways for you and your employees to bring June alive. 



What you will find here

Fun workplace occasions 
you shouldn't miss.

and inspirations to 
recognize and celebrate

your employees and their 
contributions.

come together to make a 
more meaningful

di�erence - for themselves, 
for the organization

and for fans & customers! 

This planner is your oyster.
As always, we have laid out a few ideas and activities you can initiate each week—but 

that doesn’t mean you are limited to our suggestions. Use this calendar as a thought 

starter to come up with ideas that work best for you! Hopscotch around the content, 

zero in on concepts that connect with you, or simply highlight key insights as triggers 

for the rest of the  year.

New Creative Ideas Ways your teams can
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JUNE

BIG DAYS IN JUNE

National Gardening as Exercise Day

Nature Photography Day

Father’s Day

World Music Day

Public Service Day

6

15

18

21

23
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TAKING PRIDE IN THE ‘OTHER’

In a year that has been marked by so much change, uncertainty, and devastation, 

knowing that you are accepted and welcomed at the workplace - which could well be 

called your ‘second home’ given the amount of time you spend working - can bring a 

sense of relief, solace and pride all at once.  

 

The need for inclusive diversity at work - which can create a rewarding and tolerant 

work culture - has never been more. And neither has the joy and power of recognizing 

the full value of everyone on your team.

 

Let June be a month of learning, supporting and sharing stories about the ‘other’ - those 

who may not be like us. Mix in the ‘pride colors’ in everything you do and say all month 

long. Celebrate the values every winning team must be founded on: Self-a�irmation, 

dignity and  equality.

Celebrate Happy Hours at work and give your employees an opportunity to connect 

through art. Give them advanced notice and announce a painting challenge - Encourage 

them to find a Pride-themed image or message in support of the LGBTQIA community. 

Then, reserve a time after work for a Zoom gathering, and let the fun begin! No artistic 

ability required. Let your employees post their creations on Empuls and show their 

support.

LGBTQIA Pride Month

A Pride party with Art Attack
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Employees can include rainbow colors in their presentions and Zoom backgrounds…. 

Your branding across communication channels (such as social, mail signatures and 

Empuls) can take on the hues of Pride… folks can dress up in tie-dye and rainbow 

colors… you get the drift! Wave, give a shout out or pose for a group photo (virtual or 

in-person if in o�ice) to turn the moment into a proud memory… 

Wear a Pride color... With Pride.
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Experience
Exercise Therapy
National Gardening
as Exercise Day

6
June

Growing a sapling is no di�erent from nurturing an idea or relationship at the workplace. 

Both need regular watering, doting attention and plenty of patience. And therein lies the 

secret significance of National Gardening Day. Hosting the day creatively can help you 

seed reminders of these timeless qualities within your teams. 

Gardening is a great exercise because it’s low impact (easy on the joints), a�ordable 

(even free, at times) and greatly relaxing. Time spent outdoors has been linked to 

reduced stress and improved brain function. The pandemic has paved the way for a lot 

of us to explore gardening as our new found hobbies. 

Employees will surely be excited to flaunt their gardening skills - be it at home or at 

work. Nudge and coach them to get their green thumbs going with interesting activities 

and contests, ‘Fun-Fact’ type posts on techniques of ‘urban gardening’, various plants 

and their benefits (the oxygen building properties of some varieties of indoor plants can 

be tapped into, particularly during this time) and encourage them to share updates of 

their growing, green kingdom.      

COOL TIP : Since the underlying theme of the Day is exercise, you can keep the ‘health’ 

tempo up all month - specifically : 1st June which is also National Olive Day (US), 

National Go Barefoot Day (US) and World Milk Day, 2nd June which is Global Running 

Day, 3rd June which is World Bicycle Day and also National Egg Day (US), 17th June 

which is ‘Eat your vegetables day’ (US), 21st June which is World Yoga Day, 23rd which 

is National Hydration Day (US), 28th June which is National Tapioca Day. 
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Your post can go like...

Flaunt your Kingdom Green!

The pandemic has set o� a global gardening boom . From spending most of our 
time outside the house to shifting to the inner sanctums of our homes, we have 
witnessed a drastic change. People around the world are turning to gardening as 
a soothing, family friendly hobby 

The joy from watching the beauty of flowers bloom, automatically one feels 
relaxed. It also leads to cognitive well-being and encourages happiness.

Many of us have indulged into the hobby of gardening and have seen it to be our 
trusty friend. Its time to flaunt your Green Kingdom with the rest of us.

Post a photo of your little garden and leave the rest of us with some inspiration 
to explore the green side of our den.
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We may all inhabit the same planet, but we view it di�erently. It is this very personal  

perspective that adds verve and variety to our communities, and unlocks the power of 

possibilities to work. Nature itself is infinitely diverse and plural when it comes to her 

many  manifestations, forever surprising us with her beauty and novelty, and leaving us 

richer at every point with evergreen lessons. Put 2 and 2 together, and Nature 

Photography Day becomes an awesome excuse to celebrate the dual magic of 

individuality and diversity - both at once.

So encourage folks at work to bring out their lens. Not just the 50 megapixel variety on 

their smartphone cameras, but the lens in their mind they view their world through. Let 

them capture nature’s many faces - and unspoken messages - for the entire community 

to marvel, learn and get inspired from.

Nature photography is a beautiful art that brings people closer. Experience it first hand 

as your employees click away, share and browse.

Your post can go like...

Capture and celebrate nature through your lens

Focussing On
What Matters
Nature Photography Day

15
June

The Magic of nature hides a million beautiful lessons. How many can you spot? 

Have you ever enjoyed a photo of a flower? Or a close-up of a bee landing on the entrance 
to its hive? Have you marveled at the grace of a gazelle leaping through the Savannah, or 
the lumbering majesty of a rare elephant as it feeds from the highest trees or draws water 
from a watering hole? If so, you know what it is to marvel at the natural world around us.
 
Find 5 best nature photography pics of yours- Empuls it with a caption and the best pic 
wins points! So… Chose your best 5 and go ahead and post it to earn your likes and win 
the challenge
 
#NaturePhotographyDay

FUN TIP : Start again from where you left o� on 29th June - It’s National Camera Day (US).
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A picture is worth a thousand words. Encourage your employees to post their favorite 

pictures with their little ones with hashtag #dadandme

Picture perfect:

The most important thing this Father’s Day is to remind every father how special they 

are. Whether ones celebrating their father, spouse, step-father, brother, or a role model. 

Let your employees tag their fathers, themselves or anyone they know for each title and 

share their pics for the respective badges..

Super Dad Badges:

Your post can go like...

Which 'Super Dad' badge would you give your Dad?

While we make a big show about honouring our mums on Mothers Day, fathers 
are celebrated with less pomp, even though they play an equally important role 
in raising us and caring for the family. Since Fathers Day is just around the 
corner, let us pay tribute to the dads in our lives with a list of our favourite types 
of fathers – and we’re sure you would relate to at least one of them.

Tag your fathers names for the cool badges being posted today on the occasion 
of Father’s Day. Tag their names for the badges you can relate to the most and 
post a pic of your father or yourself(if you fall in that category) under the 
respective badges. Make sure you show your dad, he is a celebrity at your o�ice 
today.

Dad Needs A Hug
Father’s Day

18
June

Your employees clock in every morning on time, leave all their home concerns at the 

door to focus on work, and give their best all day. What we probably don’t notice are the 

sacrifices they make for their ‘other role’ - that of a (working) father. Father’s Day is the 

perfect opportunity to recognize and thank them for being a superhero who rocks each 

day - be it at the workplace or the home front 

Here are few ideas to celebrate the fathers in your workplace:
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The one who clung to his Nokia 3100 when 

everyone else had switched to smartphones.

These fathers are always in the “happening” 

on family whatsapp groups.

The Gadget
-Obsessed Dad 

The Gadget
-Obsessed Dad 

The Forward
Message King
The Forward
Message King

The one who experiments and dishes out 

amazing food for the family.

The father who can instantly start a 

conversation with youths on the latest trends, 

be it cars, gadgets, celebrities or viral topics.

The
Masterchef Dad

The
Masterchef Dad

The
Trendy Dad

The
Trendy Dad

The dad who ferries you everywhere and makes 

sure you are right on the doorstep of your 

friends’ house or at your destination.

This dad does not talk much, but his mere 

presence was enough to set you quaking in 

your knees as a child.

The
Overprotective Dad

The
Overprotective Dad

The
Intimidating Dad

The
Intimidating Dad

“Back in my time” is the Nostalgic Dad’s 

favourite opening line.

The Daddy Fix-It knows to fix anything with a 

wrench or a hammer. He could put together a 

new toy, assemble a new race car bed or install 

a Swedish sauna in the basement in no time.

The
Nostalgic Dad 

The
Nostalgic Dad 

The
Handyman Dad

The
Handyman Dad
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Music has the ability to lift our spirits even when hell is breaking loose all around. By 

extension, it builds morale… releases toxic tensions from our systems... and lets us 

concentrate with rejuvenated focus. In short, it brings our rhythm back. This makes a 

strong case for an entire day to be dedicated to the powers of melody. World Music Day 

is that day - and must be celebrated with - you guessed it - plenty of beat and melody.

Celebrate World Music Day by spending ‘musical time’ with your folks over a zoom call 

or host a talent night, where employees can record a 1 min song of their choice and 

upload the youtube link on empuls. Let them earn maximum likes and win the challenge.

Your post can go like...

Hit Your Beat - Share Your Meody!

Have you ever put on your headphones, hit play on an upbeat tune and 
waltzed down the street as if you were in a movie? You’re not alone, we’ve 
all been there, done that. Music has the ability to lift your spirits even 
when you don’t feel like getting out of bed that day. Why not celebrate the 
wonders of music together today? 
 
Here’s an open chance for you to showcase your talent, record a 1 min 
song of your choice, upload it on youtube and post the link on empuls. The 
video receiving the maximum likes wins!

Get geared up to have fun musically!

FUN TIP:

Hit the beat again on 25th of June

which is Global Beatles Day!

Hitting
The Happy Note
World Music Day

21
June
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Your post can go like...

Service Is Its Own Reward.

But A High Five From You Can Make It Doubly Rewarding!

Take out time to honor & applaud the Public Servants in our community.

The recent times have given us all reasons to thank the public sector and civil 
service workers for their hard work and dedication.Today on the occasion of 
Public Service, let’s express our gratitude and honor all those men and women 
who have devoted all their energy to improving the quality of our lives. 
 
To show our love and support, let us give a shout out to our favorite public 
servant. Post our heartfelt thanks messages, pictures and cards and highlight 
specific stories where there were instances we couldn't thank these public 
servants enough

Public Service Day

23
June

No nation runs without the constant and determined work of the people who strive to 

make every day easy, e�icient and rewarding for the public. Public Service Day reminds 

us of the role and importance of public service, and the people who dedicate themselves 

every day to the success of their nation. 

Celebrate and recognize the contribution to society by the nation’s army of public 

service workers, from nurses to teachers to firefighters to law enforcement teams to 

coast guards to administrators to yes, even various ranks of the military. . Echo your 

employees’ gratitude aloud on Public Servants Day.

Recognize Selfless
Contribution
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Didn’t we tell you June is a long month? :)
So let’s make that list of cool occasions and celebrations a looonger too,

shall we?

There’s More From
Where That Came From!

shall we?



Presenting More Days, And Ways,
To Make June Memorable.

1st June is Dare Day!

3rd June Is Repeat Day!

Courage is the X Factor of life - be it in our 

personal lives or at the workplace. 

Impossible peaks seem possible when we 

dare to look challenges in the eye, take on 

the Goliaths and stay fearless in the face of 

uncertainty. DARE DAY is a great way to 

stoke that spirit and nudge your employees 

in the direction of their fears - and applaud 

as they bring out their dare devil side. Dare 

your peeps to a challenge…. Ask them to 

talk frankly about their fears in public (best ‘solutions’ from peers on how to beat the 

fear win prizes)... or simply share inspiring stories of folks who rewrote history with raw 

gut and courage.

They say practise makes perfect. Well, 

repetition can have the same e�ect. 

Repeating can be a wonderful thing, 

especially when it involves an activity we 

love or just indulging in a simple pleasure. 

When that activity maps into the team 

culture and values, or the overarching 

business goal, its value increases manifold. 

Unlock the possibilities of this day by 

urging your employees to share an activity 

that you would love to repeat in the future. Nudge ‘correct behaviour’ by sharing some 

examples they can get hints and ideas from - such as expressing gratitude (yes, even 

without an overt reason), stopping to smell the roses after work or learning a new skill. 
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5th June Is World Environment Day!

It’s not enough to leave a footprint of your 

legacy on the sands of time. It’s equally 

important to ensure that the footprint is ‘green’, 

and doesn’t add to the already worsening 

environmental situation on the planet. On 

World Environment Day, let your imagination 

run riot as you engage employees with 

awareness building and participation mobilizing ideas to do something positive for a 

sustainable future. Pepper your messages with contests from employees about creative 

ideas for environmental betterment…. Share updates from events happening around the 

world… and remind everyone that posterity will judge us as ‘great’ only if we leave the 

world in a better shape than how we found it. 

FUN TIP : Try a variation of this Day on 8th of June, which is World Oceans Day. 

18th June Is International Panic Day!

The connection is instant. After all, as we 

rebuild our habits and habitats in the still 

unravelling neighborhood of the #NewNormal, 

Panic is a neighbor who keeps knocking on our 

door to say Hello (but never brings those apple 

pies!). And as if on cue, every single time, we 

go into a tizzy. This is a great day to balance 

this equation. Utilize the opportunity to open 

conversations in the workplace about common 

sources of panic at work. Invite suggestions 

and comments from everyone on how best to combat the emotion (gamify the activity into 

a contest with cool prizes). Share information about the ill e�ects - be it bottomline or 

health wise - of panic (and the hysteria and mayhem that usually accompany it), along 

with tested strategies and case studies of how to beat panic at work and in life. The big 

underlying message? “Panic is part of the game. Stay calm and carry on!”
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27th June Is Helen Keller Day!

Helen was an American author, disability 

rights advocate, political activist and lecturer 

who overcame blindness and deafness to 

become a symbol of never-say-die spirit. It is a 

good day to underline the power of sheer will 

force and courage, and the miracles they can 

achieve in life and at work. Share Keller’s story 

with your employees and follow up with 

inspirational messages. You can also start a 

monthly NEVER-SAY-DIE Awards program on 

this day - and give away certificates and 

badges to deserving employees.
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June is a birth month of an entire posse of historical personalities and celebrities. Why 

not celebrate their inspirational personalities all through the month? Convert one 

standout personality trait of each legend into the ‘Theme for the day’, and build 

engagement around it via quotes, activities and contests. 

TAKING A LEAF…
FROM THE LIVES OF LEGENDS

Here goes...

LIONEL
MESSI

PAUL
McCARTNEY

RAFAEL NADAL

SUNDAR
PICHAI 

CHE
GUEVARA

Find your talent What’s your song

Change the game

Don’t stop, till
you reach the top

HELEN
KELLER

Never say die

Follow your belief

ELON
MUSK

Dream big
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SALMAN
RUSHDIE 

Tell your story.



The Zodiac Twist

According to the solar calendar, the ruling zodiac of the month of June is Gemini. It’s a 

great idea to celebrate the qualities of this multi-faceted zodiac sign throughout the 

month. After all, these virtues are not exclusive to only those born in June (it’s just that 

they have a natural flair for them), and should be adopted by everyone. So what are the 

standout traits of the Gemini Zodiac Sign? 

Bringing Out
The Gemini In US

3 Exemplary Qualities Of The June Born

All invention and breakthrough begins with curiosity. Without a thirst for discovery, 
human civilization would not have moved forward. 

Curious Celebrate this from 1 to 10 June

An inflexible mindset is one of the biggest roadblocks to a progressive and inclusive 
society. Adaptability - which leads to tolerance and acceptance - is therefore key to 
unlocking the power of co-existence, collaboration and co-creation.   

Adaptable Celebrate this from 11 to 20 June

The ability to ‘think on one’s feet’ is an indication of an agile, intelligent and playful mind. 
It can bring an ordinary day alive with flashes of brilliance, quirk and humour - opening 
new windows of thought and binding teams closer. 

Quick Witted Celebrate this from 21 to 30 June
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Naz Parveen

Employee Engagement Specialist

Xoxoday 

Until next time!
As a People Leader, you carry a unique magic wand that can turn 

your workplace not just safe, but celebratory for all. May every 

activity you initiate strengthen the ways you support and advocate 

for one another at your workplace.


